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On August 5 , 2012, the Mars Scie nce Laboratory (MSL) entry capsule s u ccessfully 
e ntere d Mars' atmosphe r e a nd landed the Curiosity rover in Gale Crater. The capsule 
u sed a r eaction control system (RCS) consist ing of four pairs of hydrazine thrusters to fly 
a guided entry. The RCS provided bank control to fly along a flight path commanded by 
a n onboard computer and also damped unwanted rates due to atmosphe ric disturbances 
and a ny dynamic instabilities of the capsule . A preliminary assessment of the MSL's flight 
data from entry showed tha t the capsule flew much as predicted. This paper' will describe 
how the MSL a e rodynamics t eam u sed e ngineering analyses, computational codes and wind 
tunne l testing in concert to d evelop the RCS system and ce rtify it for flig ht. Over the course 
of MSL's deve lopme nt , the RCS configuration unde rwe nt a numbe r of d esign ite rations 
to accommodate m echanical constraints, aeroheating concerns and excessive a ero/ RCS 
interactions. A brief overview of the MSL RCS configuration d esign evolution is provided. 
Then, a brief description is prese nted of how the computational predictions of RCS jet 
interactions were validated. The primary work to cel·tify that the RCS inte ractions were 
acceptable for flight was center e d on validating computational predictions a t hype rsonic 
speeds . A comparison o f computational fluid dyna mics (CFD) pre d ictions to wind tunne l 
force and mome nt data gather e d in the NASA Langley 31-Inch Mach 10 Tunnel was the 
lynch pin to validating the CFD codes u sed to predict aero/ RCS interactions . Using the 
CFD predictions and exp erimental data, a n inter action mode l was d eve loped for Monte 
Carlo analyses using 6-degr ee-of- freedom trajectory simula tion. T he inte r act ion model 
use d in the flight simulation is presented. 

Nomenclature 

Ao on-dimensional ReS moment matrL,( d r e j 

a · . ' ,) Jet interaction bounds F Rcs 
CA Axial force coefficient Frej 

Cl Roll moment coefficient 1 

Cm P itch moment coefficient l i,k 

CN N onnal force coefficient l"e j 

Cn Yaw moment coefficient M 

Cy Side force coefficient m 

6.Cl - n Jet interaction moment coeffi cients m 
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Reference length (diameter) 

Vector of ReS thrust 

Reference ReS thrust 
ReS moment arm matrix 

ReS moment arms 

Reference moment arm 

Mach number 
Mass 

Mass flow rate 
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Pc 

Po 
Poo 
qoo 

Rp - r ,1-4 

Srel 

Too 

Voo 

x,Y,z 

Greek 

{3 

RCS chamber pressure T 

Total (stagnation) pressure Tint 

Freestream static pressure Tl - 3 

Freestream dynamic pressure wP- T 

RCS dispersion parameters Subscripts 
Reference area ae 

Freestream static temperature be 

Freestream velocity eg 

Position var~ables ja , jb 

Angle of attack 
Angle of sideslip 

nose 

TeJ 

1. Introduction 

RCS interaction moment vector 

Individual RCS jet interaction moment 
RCS interaction moment components 
Nondimensional interaction moments 
Arbitrary equation variable 
Aerodynamic coordinate frame 
Body coordinate frame 

Center of gravity 
Jet-pair indices 
Reference point at nose 
Reference parameter 

The Mars Science Laboratory (MSL) entry capsule is the largest ever flown to the red planet. MSL 
flew the first guided entry at Mars, utilizing a reaction control system (RCS) to perform bank reversals, 
managing energy to fly to a small landing area at the bottom of Gale Crater. The capsule outer mold line 
(OML) was based on the Viking entry capsule and the other recent Mars entry capsules such as those flown 
for Mars Pathfinder and the Mars Exploration Rover missions. 1- 3 The MSL reaction control system uses 
four pairs of 68 lbf thrust (nominal) monopropellant hydrazine thrusters to perform maneuvers, commanded 
autonomously by an onbocu·d computer, enabling the capsule to fly a guided entry. The controller also 
used the RCS jets to damp unwanted rates induced by maneuvers and external inputs (wind gu sts, density 
gradients , etc) . 

The MSL aerodynamics team provided inputs to the development and certification of the RCS system, 
recognizing the potential for aero- and aerothermal interference and striving to minimize those factors. 
Thruster plumes are known to disrupt the external flowfields of atmospheric vehicles, resulting in changes 
to surface pressures that can produce unintended control torques. These phenomena are generally referred 
to as jet interactions (J1), and are a function of vehicle and thruster geometry, thruster pointing direction, 
flowfield and thruster plume momentum . Dyakonov et al4 provides an overview of the design evolution of the 
MSL reaction control system and that story will be briefly reviewed below. Computational fluid dynamics 
(CFD) was the primary tool for assessing and designing the MSL RCS configuration. However, the RCS jet 
plumes are directed into the wake flow behind the vehicle, and CFD continues to have problems resolving 
wake flows. Therefore, CFD and wind tunnel data were used to bound a ro/ RCS interaction magnitudes 
rather than build a detailed interaction model. 

The objective of this paper is to show how CFD and experiment were used by the MSL project to certify 
the final RCS configuration for flight. The combination of computational and experimental data showed 
that jet interactions (J1) would be small compared to the RCS control authority and would not adversely 
affect the entry performanc of the spacecraft . The full test reports for the validation experiment campaigns 
will be published at a later date. This paper will provide a general overview of the process, highlighting 
key result that illu trate how experimental data reinforced the interpretation of computati nal predictions, 
validating interaction bound for flight simulation . In the past , a full jet interaction database might have 
been built \vith exten ive wind tunnel testing across the full span of entry flight regimes. For MSL, the 
design and general assessment of magni tudes and directions of the jet interaction were predicted with CFD 
calculations. After the CFD asses ments were completed, experimental data were obtained at a specific 
condition to validate the physical understanding determined through computation. The MSL project found 
this to be an effective de ign and certification process b cause the flight RCS configuration was designed to 
have small interactions. This approach did not fully characterize the jet interactions a it was not necessary 
for the MSL RCS. CFD solutions predicted the configuration would not produce large J1 and an experiment 
established the bounding interactions by testing at condition where interactions were thought to be at a 
maximum. 
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MSL RCS Configuration Evolution and Design Process 

Figure 1 shows the design evolution or the T\.lSL RCS configuration. The original design was based on Lhe 
\'iking reaction control system5 which used twelve jets arranged in four three-jet clusters mounted on the 
capsule fore body, ncar tlw maxinnlln diameter and protruding through the backshell. Four jets ,vere allocated 
to control each of the three hody axes, roll, pitch and yaw. The MSL vehide modifiwl this decouplcd control 
approach by first combining the sepa.rate pitch and ymv jets, instead using four aft pointing jets to control 
both axes. The remaining four jets in I'vISL preliminary configuration 1 ,vere used for roll controL much like 
Viking. To conserve mass, the ~ISL vehicle used a connnon propulsion system for both H.cS and lander 
engines during powered flight. This design decision forced a change in the ReS jet mounting locations, 
moving them to the backshell, closer to the capsule centerline. The jets \,yere si7.ed to provide similar angular 
accelerations, and preliminar)' CFD analysis showed interactions t.o be small. A supersonic RCS validation 
test was run that also showed interactions ,,yere small for the Viking inspired ncs configuration. \Vith no 
furtlwr changes, the CFD and experimental program run on the original configuration would likely have been 
all of the test and analysis dOIl(~ on the I,ISL RCS. HO\v(~v(~r, during mission devclopnwnt , t he l'vlSL (~ntry 
descent and landing (EDL) tea.m imposed a new requirement that resulted in a number of redesigns and in the 
end a more complete understanding of RCS design. During previous entries at 1\lars, (e.g. :.\.Jars Exploration 
RoverG) larger-than-expected capsule oscillations were measured during the parachute phase. The }.1SL 
project desired to maintain RCS control \",hile und(~r parachute to damp any large oscillations. A constraint 
v,ca.'; imposed to direct the RCS jets normal to the capsule axis of symmetry in an attempt to keep RCS jet 
ellluent from impinging on parachute soil-goods or being captured by Lhe parachute canop)'. Preliminar)' 
configuration 2 \vas the first attempt to comply ,vith this constraint, using four two-jet pairs to provide roll, 
pitch and yaw control (the t,vo jets in each pair could not be fired independently). CFD analysis shmved 
that. t.he int.eractions pot.entially reduced cont.rol authority, but more importantly t.he t.hruster nozzles were 
f:iuf:iceptible to aerodynamic heating from flow over the capsule backf:ihell. RCS configuration 3 attempted 
to protect the nozzles from aeroheating. This configuration retained the transverse pointing directions but 
s\vapped upper and lower jet pair positions. This provided mare thermal protection for the noz.z.les, but 
ymv-jet firings caused opposing plumes to collide, resulting in localized heat.ing and a fairly extensive change 
to the preSf:iure distribution on the backf:ihdl. \Vhen running a CFD aerothermal assessment at hypersonic 
f:ipeedf:i, one yaw-jet case showed 100% negation of yaw authority. An invef:itiga.tion of this phenomenon 
was undertaken using CFD and ultimately it ,vas decided to redesign the nes configuration to minimiz.e 
H.cS jet interactions, rela..-x:ing the under-parachute requirements. B&c;ed on the analysis of the prelilninary 
configurat.ions, the project ident.ified and decided t.o follow an intuitive (aft.er-t.he-fact.) guiding principle t.o 
help minimize interactions and aeroheating concernf:i for the flight configuration. In general, plumes directed 
into an approaching tiow tend to cause problems, and plumes directed \vith the timv tend to minimize them . . -_ .... -

Viking 

MSL Preliminary 
Configuration' 

- Viking Inspi red -

MSL Preliminary 
Configuration 2 

- Transverse Requirement-

MSL Preliminary 
Configuration 3 

- Aeroheating Fix -

Figure 1. ReS design evolution of the MSL entry vehicle 

During this ReS development process, a number of CFD solut.ions and engiJ1(~ering analyses helped 
formulate the overall design philosophy used to determine the flight position and orientation of the RCS 
noz:des. Empirical rule-or-Chumb models have historically predicted that. wake pressures vary with the 
inverse of the square of Mach number, This model of \vake pressure suggested that the largest 
ReS plume interactions would occur at low supersonic conditions just prior to parachute deploy, the further 
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assumption being that the greater the backshell pressure, the more fluid with which to interact and disrupt 
backshell surface pressures. T his model of the wake environment prompted a powered RCS validation test 
in the Langley Unitary Plan Wind Tunnel at Mach numbers of 2.5, 3.5 and 4.5 as mentioned above. Later, 
the hyperSOnic yaw-jet CFD computation identified another area of large jet interaction. This challenged 
the original assumptions about where peak interactions might occur , and a more detailed investigation was 
performed. Viking backshell pressure measurements and supersonic and hypersonic CFD predictions were 
examined together and both showed that the peak backshell pressure occurs near peak dynamic pressure. 
This point is near Mach 18 for the MSL trajectory. Viking backshell data showed that t hrough the peak 
dynamic pressure pulse the backshell pressure recovers to a level greater than freestream. This high pressure 
recovery is not predicted by the simple 1/ M'ix, modeL 

For the final RCS configuration, a large number of supersonic and hypersonic CFD cases were run and 
a final validation experiment was conducted. This time validation was sought at hypersonic speeds. The 
test was conducted in the Langley 31-Inch Mach 10 TunneL The relatively long run times, ability to use 
existing traditional force and moment balances and the MSL aerodynamics team's general farniliari ty with 
this tunnel's behavior factored in its selection. There wasa a concern as to whether the wal(e interaction 
flowfields at Mach 10 were relevant to those at the peak interaction point predicted for flight. Looking 
at Viking backshell data and CFD calculations, backshell pressure recovery at Mach 10 appeared to be 
gTeater than freestream and the flowfield appeared similar to that at Mach 18 conditions. Therefore, the 
test was deemed acceptable for CFD validation. A mOre detailed description of how the MSL project came 
to recognize the importance of aero/ RCS interactions and create a work plan for CFD analysis and wind 
tunnel experiments is presented in other papers.4 ,7 

Flight RCS Configuration 

A description of the entry capsule outer mold line (OML), representative of the as-built vehicle, is shown in 
Figure 2. The capsule had a 70° sphere-cone forebody and triconic backshell . The dimensions describe the 
major surfaces and the angles of the sections of the backshelL The details of the radii at cone transitions, 
the backshell / heatshield junction, minor steps and protrusions are not included. This geometry also omits 
some small protuberances including antennas that were not included in any wind tunnel model or CFD gTid. 
The flight OML has a number of slight deviations from this simplified geometry but CFD analysis showed 
any aerodynamic differences to be small . This geometry is representative of both the flight geometry and 
the geometries used for all data generated for the flight aerodynamics database. Reference parameters and 
capsule mass are also provided in Figure 2, where the mass is the design value for the wet vehicle at entry 
interface. 

The definit ion of angle-of-attack and sideslip and the proper conventions for applying forces and moments 
on the MSL EV are gi ven in Figure 3. The location and general pointing direction of the flight RCS is also 
shown. Eight jets grouped in four pairs provide control moments about all three axes . T he jets can be cycled 
rapidly enabling the time-averaged RCS thrusts to provide a moment directed about any arbi trary axis . For 
example, the jets can be fired to produce a moment purely about the predicted velocity vector (stored 
in controller memory), instead of a roll moment about the body axis. The nondimensional jet locations 
described later in this paper are very close to the flight vehicle desigTl values. See the wind tunnel test 
description for the jet locations and thrust vectors. 

II. METHODS 

This section describes the CFD analysis and wind tunnel testing used to design, assess, and certify the 
MSL flight RCS configuration. A brief overview of the approach taken to characterize RCS jet interactions 
is provided followed by a description of the CFD methods and Mach 10 wind tunnel procedures. 

Aero/ RCS Jet Interaction Analysis Methodology 

The driving philosophy adopted by the project in assessing the MSL aero/ RCS jet interactions was to 
maintain a ''healthy paranoia." The aerodynamics team was concerned about the possibility of jet interactions 
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Figure 2. Entry Vehicle OML. Mass properties at e ntry 
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Figure 3. MSL EV Ae rodynamic coefficient and coordinate system d efinitions. 
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t hilt would adversely impa,(J fuel usage or coIJt.rollahility. Therefore, a prim ary objective wa.'; t.o ident ify areas 
along t.h e entry trajectory where there was potent,ial for large jet. interactions. The tools llsed to search for 
t,hese int,eraetions were CFD, engineering analysis, and heJ.ito.ge fl ight data (Viking \:vake pressures). At key 
points along t he expected entry trajectory, a number of CFD solutions were generated for different RCS 
jet firiug eonngllIations. Roll, pitch iUHI yilw jet firings were run at a IJ1lruber of attit.u<les inciurling the 
expect,eci trim augle and attitudeR away froUl the trim angle. An inforrnm but important requirement wa,s 
t.hat. the aero/ RCS interactions be small. "Smoll" was not defined explicitly, but t,he team was generally 
looking for interact ions smaller than 25-30% of the ideal cOlltrol torques . It was assumed that the cont.roller 
was robust to small interactions in any direction and this was later verified in simulation . By designing an 
RCS Rystern ,\lith small jet. interar:tions, there \V;-1S no need to bnild a full int.eraction model as a fUIlf:tion of 
:.vlach number , angle-of-att.ack, and angle-oE-sideslip. During the design process aud while assessing the final 
flight configuration, CFD was run t.o sean ;h for the largest interactions. Flight con.figufo.tioll jet interactions 
were then validated by e:h.l)eriment at key condit ions. This process estabhshod interaction upper bounds that 
could be modeled randomly in simulation (detailed below). 

This approar:h is appropriate for a bhmt r:apfmle with au R.CS configuration like MSL. To first order , the 
jet,s exist to provide roll (bank) com.rol. The jets are too small to change the trim angle. Tbe details of 
t.he controller and its response to t.he st,atic and dynam ic choracteris tics of the capsule ore more complex, 
but in simulations it was ShOV.'ll that as long as the capsule had good roll authority a.nd positive authority 
in pitch and yaw , t he capsule would fly the expected entry tra.iectory "itll close to nominal fuel usage and 
auit\lde oscillat.ions. Except for the small ra.dial (:g offset i1nd some sma.ll prot,uberiUlces (ant.ennas) the 
capsule is i:Lx.isymmetric. Therefore, even very large press me disruptions from t,he RCS jets cannot. affect the 
roll torques greatly. The pressures act with very small roll moment. arms anywhere on the backshell. The 
dynamic stabili ty of the vehicle is positive (negative damping) a.t hypersonic speeds and possibly negative 
(undamped) at low supersonic speeds. Even when dy-namically unstable , the RCS torques easily overcome 
,my llIldamping wornentsS This assessment can be wade now, having completed the MSL design process and 
having successfully landed on Mo.'s. During the development, process , the aerodynamics team was learnin!?; 
t.he capsule behavior as t.he RCS system was being changed, the controUer logic was being de.signed and 0 · 

multitude of other design variables were ill flux . However , t he guiding principle of searcl1ing for the bounding 
interadionR with CFD at trajectory point.s where heritage data and engineering analysis predicr,eci tbem to 
0(:(:111" JlIOved to be i1il efficient mer.hodology. To validat.e t heRe bounding interact-ions for flight., it wiud tnrmel 
test. was required. 

ARCS volidation test needed t.o closely approximate tbe interactious of jet, plumes with the wake in 
fl ight so that the changes to forces and moments measured by a ba.lance would be simila.r to what was 
expected at flight conditions. There are several fact.or:; that preveIJt a perfectly scaled teRt. of the :\lSL 
RCS Jets. The wind t,unnf!! model nozzles used cold Ilitrogen gas ratber than a (:hemically reacting hot-fire 
system. ComplexiLY, expense and safety considerations prevented test,ing with a hot-How simulo.tioll sYi:item. 
However , the important flow features are reproduced by matching the general phune shape and the ra.tio 
of jet to freC'stream moment um. In keeping with t he philosophy described above, the RCS intC'raction test 
program was intended primarily as a validatioll effort for CFD analysis rather thilll a campaign to build 
illl experiment,-ba.sed interaction Illo(lel. This approach connects wiud t unnel data to flight through CF-D. 
The comparisons of CFD result,s to wind turmel clo.ta should give a reasonable assessment of the aecuracy 
of the codes. CFD solut ions predicting ncs interactions at flight conditions arc ass umed to be of similar 
fidelity. There arc additional sources of error in t roduced by usi.ng a simple cold-jet test with approxima.te 
nozzles , hut. the proje(J. accept.ed the validation of the first order efferts as sllffir:ient. to hound t.he expected 
interactions. 

CFD Analysis of the MSL RCS Configuration (Flight and Va lidation Configurations) 

During Lhe course of the MSL RCS anolysi", three CFD code::; were used for t,he bulk of the computational 
work: LAURA, FUK3D, and OVERFLOW. LAUR.A, t,he Langley Aerot.hermodynamic L'pwind Reloxa tion 
Algorithm,Q was used to calculate all static force and moment data in the MSL flight a.erodatabase, lo and 
was later llsed ill t he role of a.nalyzing t he RCS jet interaction problem. LAURA is a structured, finite 
volume, shock capt,uring algorithm for the c:ornputation of flows in chernieal and thermal non-equilibriuru, 
with the abili ty to solve the Euler inviscid , thin-layer Na.vier-St.okes, or full ~avier-Stokes equat.iom. For ::VfSL 
a.erodynam.ic and ReS flow computations, LAURA. wos used t,o solve t.he laminar thin-layer ~-S equations 
using all 8-specics (C02 , CO, N2 , O2 , NO, C, N, 0) Iloncquilibriufll !VIars gas model ,vithout ionil.ation. 
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RCS exhallRt gas was modeled as uome;)c:tive ammonia (N Ih). For early RCS (;()ufigmatious with a single 
uon le at ea.ch sta.t,ion, convergent-divergent. DO?,7.le flows we.re computed w;ing fixed n07:7.le inHow cOllejjtions 
set at che inlet pla.ue of a. (;()ntrived plenum. Grids containing the relatively small scale decails of ReS 
nozz.les were very time consuming to construct, particularly for dual-nozzle configW'at iolls: as LAt:l1A is a 
st.rlletmed (:Ode reqniring point-wnt.inllous gridR. As t.he ueed for rapid assessment. of RCS (;onfigurationR 
evolved with design it.eration, detailed grid generation became cost.-prohibit.ive. For preliminary reslllt,S, a 
utili ty for the insenion of circular grid topologieti W<I.') used to model R CS non le e..,'<its. For chese runs, noz?'le 
exit boundary conditions cakulated using the I-D isentropic fl ow equations were tipecified a t. the capsule 
surface, and dual-jet configurations were simplified to a single nozzle with the same total tIu'ust, For certain 
ca.lldidate ReS conngnrations, detailed gTids were later r:oustrllcted with flight uozzle contoul'f; and sllIface 
geometry. Agreement, bet.weeu 8olut ions computed on simpli£ed and det.ailed Bight. configuration grid.s was 
good, <lnd showed thac aerodynamic interactions were smal l. As LAUR A. is best. used for hypersonic regime 
computations and requires grids which arc expen.sive and challenging to develop for complex configurations, 
t he FU:'-l3D and OVERFLO\V codes were also used for YISL ReS analysis. Both of these codes offer a quicker 
geometrY-Go-solution tirneline bw:a use, wmpilred r.o il structured grid code sU(:h as LATRA , they require 
much less investment in grid generat,iou. FU:'-l3D is a KASA Langley developed lIIlstruct.nred grid eode. As 
::> uch, it. offered t.he a bili ty to <.:omput.e ,;olu t. ion~ on grid ::> wi th detailed noz~de and ::>t.ing geometcies, and highly 

resolved plume and wake regions, without the great expense inherent to point-continuous structured grid 
development. FUK3D was used to compute simulations at 'Wind tunnel conditions and scale, in addition to 
low :=mpersonic and transoJJic: sollJtiollS at J'epreseJJt.ative :\1an; ent.ry condit.ions, ':V'ith different comlJinMioIJf; 
ofRCS t.hruster firings a.nd capsule attit ude. Int.ernal n07.zle flO\llS were computed using a tot.al pressure, t.otal 
t,emperature nO?,7,le inflow bOUlldar y condi tion . While che version of FU:'-l3D used la.cked t,he ability 1,0 specify 
dHferent gas properties for frees cream and ReS effluent, cases rUll wit.h differing ratios of specific heat.s showed 
that. aerodynamic interaction magnitudes were not significant ly influenced b y that parameter : provided that 
freeRt.ream-to-jet rnornentlUll ratio was held COIlst,ant . Flight (;onfigm ation solutions shower! that aerodynamic 
interactions were sm<lll , even for off-nominal combinations of ReS tiring and capsule at.citude which were 
cho~en specifically CO generate large disturbances to the capsule wake flow, The OVERFLO\V2 (referred to 
hereaft. er as OVEl1,FLOW) ·codell was also used to compute wind t unnel and :VIars entry solutions at trallS
am] supersonic conditions, wit.h the a,dded ability to specify different gas gammas for freest.ream i1ud RCS 
effluent. Also a )lASA developed code, OVERFLO\V takes advantage of the overset stIlldmecl grid paradigm 
t.o simplify grid generation for comple..,'{ geometri es. As with FU:.J3D, internal flows were solved with a t.otal 
pressure, total temperature iuflow boundal'Y condi tion specified at, nO?,7,le inlet planes. Soilltions computed 
with one- and two-equation turbulence models showed li ttle difference i.n aerodynamic interactions; so the 
Daldwin-Dart.h model was chosen a.~ it. offerecl results at a much reducer! computat,ional cost. . OVERFLOvV 
was seler:t.ed in particular for CFD vaJidation amI c;omparison to t. he Mach 10 wind tllIUlel data. In this 
role, t.he steady-stat,e full 1\avier-Stokes equations were solved using the Baldwin-Bart,h tl.1rbuleuce model 
and adiabatic viscous waU boundary condit ions. For the estimation of sting interference effects, different 
diameter stings were modeled in addition to a configuration which omitted the sting altogether. Ini t ially, 
grids c:ontaining t.he sting die! not iudmle the dogleg of t he experiment.al set.up (ShOWll below in Figllre 7), 
llIlcler the assumpt.ion that, t he st.ing offset was sufficiemly (]owIlSt.remn a.c; to have no effect On t he model 
aerodynamics. The tinal grid const.ructed for validatioLl was generated directly OLl the IGES files used to 
construct the wind tunnel model, and i.ncluded the sting cover geometry with its offset . Comparisons of 
sta tic force and moment computations to 6-compollent force and moment Mach Hl wind tunnel data showed 
very good agTeernent, and verifie([ t hat the OVERFLOW perfect. gas model WilS reasonable for ll~e in the 
:'vlach 10 ReS validat.ion . 

Figure 4a shows t,he RCS ca,~es run t.o assesti t.he NISL llight configuration. OVERFLOW was used to 
generate the solutions WlleSS other'Wise noted, The yfacb 10 solutions include aU CFD validation solutions 
(with sting) and a number of no-sting condit ions representing flight condition . . The validat.ion at Ma.ch 10 
i. s ba.sed OJJ the wost complete set of dat.a amI t.he cmuJ>nta.t.ional results at ot.her condir.iollS showed very 
similar or smaller interactions in agTeement. \"it.h t.heory. Figure 4b shows a.1l CFD predict.ions of the RCS jet 
interactions to be approximately 30% of t.he ReS conl,ral momeut~ or less. The cases run near the expected 
t rim angles and at points far from t rim all showed interactions to be small. CFD predicted that t he final 
RCS configurat.ion would prociuce very small int.erac:t,io]ls; The remainiug informat.ion req1lired to cert.i fy t.he 
vehicle for flight. was to valiciate the comput.ational data wit.h ,w experiment. . 
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Fig ure 4. CFD solutions at flight conditions (OVERFLOW unless noted) 

Validation with Wind Thnnel Data 

The key to the use of CFD analysis for the modeling of MSL aero/ RCS jet interactions was the focused 
experimental program conducted to validate the computational data. CFD predicted that the flight RCS 
configuration would cause minimal interactions with the wake flow _ However, it was the position of the MSL 
aerodynamics team that jet interaction predictions required validation, as the potential risks were great and 
the confidence in the predictive capability of CFD for resolving this type of plume/ wake-flow interaction was 
low_ CFD had not been used exclusively to predict t his type of phenomena for a flight project before_ The 
validation "sanity checks" at conditions similar to those expected at flight conditions were designed to look 
for any unexpected large interactions that might reveal errors in the computational results. It was decided 
that the experimental campaign would measure forces and moments as such measurements are the most 
direct method of quantifying the interactions_ For validation purposes, only the moments about the MRP, 
the nominal MSL center of gravity in this case, were of interest. The RCS forces do not contribute in any 
significant manner to the aerodynamic characteristics (drag coefficient , lift-to-drag ratio , etc.) of the entry 
vehicle. However , normal and side forces were required to transfer moments from the balance MRP to the 
model MRP. A cold-jet (nitrogen gas) test was selected as a practical approach to testing flight-like plumes. 

Surface pressure testing ,vas considered and rejected for validation. Pressure sensit ive paint is not prac
tical a hypersonic facili ty like 31-Inch Mach 10_ Even a heavily instrumented pressure model would require 
integrating small pressure changes over a large surface area and differencing those results with those from a 
jet-off run to quantify the interaction moments. This was judged to be too complex and prone to error with 
no direct measurement of jet-on or jet-off moments. 

NASA Langley 31-Inch Mach 10 Tunnel 

Informed by Viking backshell pre sure data and CFD analysi at hypersonic conditions, t he project chose to 
validate the jet interaction predictions in a hypersonic facili ty that could accommodate traditional force and 
moment balances. The facility selected was the ASA Langley 31-Inch Mach 10 Tunnel. This blow-down 
facility has a 31x31-inch Cross section and can provide run times of up to two minutes. The full run-time 
was used for most runs in the validation test mattix. Preheated, high-pressure air is accelerated to Mach 
10 through a square cross-section converging/ diverging nozzle and the model , held on a side mounted strut , 
is injected into to the flow after steady-state conditions are reached. The strut is actuated remotely and 
provides automated angle sweeps to any angle (limited by the model location in the tunnel at large angles) . 
The freestream conditions in the Mach 10 facility are given in Table 1 along with Mach 10 flight conditions 
along a typical Mars flight trajectory_ The momentum ratio, identical at t unnel and flight conditions, is also 
provided. 
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Table 1. Free stream a nd ReS chambe r conditio n s for flig ht and wind tunne l va lida tio n p o int 

Parameter 

Poo 

T oo 

qoo 
mj Vj j ri~oo V 00 

P o, j et 

M oo 

Flight 

137.7 Pa, 0.01997 psia 

190 K 
9245 Pa, 1.34 psia 

9.837. 10- 4 

1.11 . 106 Pa, 161 psia 

10 

Mach 10 Wind Tunnel Model Geometry 

Tunnel 

219.7 P a, 0.03187 psia 

50.8 K 
15127 Pa, 2.19 psia 

9.837.10- 4 

6.81 . 105 Pa , 98.84 psia (122 m easured plenum) 

9.9328 

The model used in the Mach 10 test was a 6--inch scale model of a simplified but representative version of 
the flight geometry described earlier. The grids for the Mach 10 CFD solutions were built from the same 
computer-aided design (CAD) geometry as the wind tunnel modeL Therefore, the experimental results 
are both very similar to the flight geometry and direct ly comparable to the CFD that the experiment was 
attempting to valida te. 

Figure 5 shows the wind t unnel model, t he four 2-jet nozzle blocks, some pertinent dimensions, and 
nozzle labeling conventions. The nozzle geometry used for the Mach 10 wind tunnel model is also shown. 
Some details of how the nozzles were scaled are given below. Note that the axisymmetric nozzle was located 
relative to the OML such that the first point of the exit plane to meet the OML locates the nozzle position, 
with the nozzle axis aligned with the design thrust vector. T he cone was extended to meet the OML surface 
and complete the intersection. T he scarf caused by the intersect ion of the nozzles at an angle to the OML 
introduces some turning of the thrust vector and the plume shape is no longer axisymmetric. A nozzle 
calibration test established the proper plenum pressure to match the momentum ratio at flight conditions. 
The nozzle calibration setup is shown in Figure 6 and some details of t hat process are described below. CFD 
analysis showed that the scarf t urns the thrust vector by about 3° from the nozzle centerline. This was 
confirmed with good agreement during calibration. The RCS nozzle locations and calculated thrust vectors 
for each of the nozzles of the Mach 10 wind tunnel model are listed in Table 2. The posit ions listed are the 
intersections of the nozzle centerlines with the backshell OML. 

Figure 7 shows the installed model mounted on the sting (canted 20° from the model axis of 'ymmetry). 
Nitrogen gas N2 was passed through the ting and a 5-component (no axial force measurement) balance into 
a common plenum and then flowed to the four nozzle blocks (the plenum and supply lines are not shown 
in Figure 5). Each nozzle block could be closed off with a plug, thus allowing any combination of RCS 
jet-pairs to be tested . For this test , a stainless steel sting shield was fabricated to protect both the sting and 
balance from thermal effects . During an init ial Mach 10 test entry it was observed that t he t unnel flow was 
impinging on the sting and indirectly heating the RCS supply gas before passing through the balance. The 
higher the nozzle flow rate, the higher the heating of the RCS supply gas. This heated gas then produced 
thermal gTadients within the balance that corru pted the moment measurements. The shield eliminated 
this problem, but did increase the effective sting diameter. Some CFD computations were run with different 
diameter stings in order to assess sting interference effects. Results indicated that the interact ion magTli tudes 
increased with sting diameter, so the test configuration should produce larger interactions than would be 
experienced in flight . This experience should serve as an important warning to those considering hypersonic 
validation tests in the fu ture: T hermal affects on the force and moment measurement system can easily 
overwhelm the ability of the system to measure the 'mall interaction moments . Every effort should be made 
to minimize temperature rise dming test runs and thermal gradients across the balance. . 

Jet Scaling 

The sizing methodology used for the MSL RCS interaction test design was used during the Space Shuttle 
program1 2, 13 The ratio of jet momentum (mjVj)j(m ooVoo ) and plume shape were matched as closely as 
possible to t he expected flight conditions. The plume shape was predicted using an axisymmetric, finite 
difference, downstream marching, code developed by Salas.14 Due to fabricat ion considerations, the very 
small wind tunnel nozzles have cylindrical throats and conical divergent sections. The nozzle exit cone angle 
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Axisymmetric Nozzle Dimensions 
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Figure 5. Mach 10 RCS m od e l as t est ed in LaRC 31-Inch Mach 10 Tunne l. (Ae rodyna mic coordina t es, 
dime n s io n s are in inc h es) 

Table 2. MSL 6" wind t unnel m o d el RCS j e t location s m easured from CAD mode l (dis t a n ces from n ose in 
b o dy coordina t es). Thrust orie ntat ion s (including scarf e ffects) calcula t ed from OVERFLOW CFD solutio ns . 

Jet Location Thrust Unit Vector 

z/d y/ d x/d k J 

1 0.1974 0.2071 0.4431 0.4205 -0.4410 -0.7930 

2 0.1980 0.2264 0.4343 0.4205 -0.4410 -0.7930 

3 -0.19 0 0.2264 0.4343 - 0.4205 -0.4410 - 0.7930 

4 -0.1974 0.2071 0.4431 -0.4205 - 0.4410 -0.7930 

5 -0. 1974 - 0.2071 0.4431 -0.4205 0.4410 -0.7930 

6 -0.0.1980 -0.2264 0.4343 - 0.4205 0.4410 -0.7930 

7 0.0.1980 -0.2264 0.4343 0.4205 0.4410 -0.7930 

8 0.1974 -0.2071 0.4431 0.4205 0.4410 -0.7930 

Fig ure 6 . Nozzle calibra tion setup in the La ng ley 15-Inch M ach 6 Tunne l 
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Figure 7. MSL a ero/ ReS mode l inst a lle d on strut in 31-Inch M a ch 10 Tunnel, s howing prote ctive sting shroud 

and length were varied along with d lCunber pressure to produce a nozzle that best matched the expected 
flight plume shape and momentum ratio. The exi t Mach number was not matched to that of fl ight; the area 
ratio was smaller than flight (the throat diameter was increased) due to concerns regarding the fabrication 
of a small but precise t hroat geometry. 

For t he Mach 10 test a scaled nozzle was designed to match the momentum ratio and plume shape of an 
earlier version of t he full-scale RCS nozzle. Figure 5 shows the axisymmetric version of the scaled nozzle. The 
nozzles were fabricated before final selection of th scarfed nozzle configuration used on the flight vehicle. IL 
was decided that the interim design would be used as-is in the NASA LaRC 31-Inch Mach 10 Tunnel, al tering 
the chamber pressure to match the momentum ratio. The nozzle exit cone angle is shallower than would be 
required to match the plume shape at Mach 10 conditions in fli ght. As t he objective of the wind t unnel test 
was to validate CFD predictions, the etTors in nozzle scaling were not deemed significant enough to warrant 
the design and fabrication of new nozzles. The jet chamber pressure was varied to provide measurements of 
the sensit ivity of interactions to plu me shape and moment um ratio. Of course, plume shape and momentum 
vary together for a fixed nozzle geomet.ry and wake pressure, so the two effects cannot be isolated. The 
chamber pressure sweep data indicated t hat there are no significant variations of irlteraction with chamber 
pressure that might indicate a large sensitivity to plume shape. 

Nozzle Calibrations 

The nozzles were calibrated in the NASA Langley 15-Inch Mach 6 wind tunnel (see Figm e 6). The t unnel 
was not run at Mach 6 conditions, but instead was used a: a quiescent chamber where t he ambient pressure 
could be reduced to the pressures expect d in the wake at wind tunnel test conditions. T he calibration 
procedure consisted of pres ure sweeps similar to the wind tunnel test with the nozzle blocks held in an 
orientation parallel to the normal-force/ side-force plane to extract t he force vectors of t he nozzle-pair. Mass 
flow-rate was also measured. In general the nozzles performed in agreement with ID illsentropic flow theory 
and CFD predictions of t he scarfed nozzles . For the Mach 10 model, the measured plenum pressure had 
to be increased from the predicted scaled chamber pressure of - 100 psia to 122 psia in order to match the 
:flight momentum ratio at test conditions. This higher presst1re was necessary to account for losses created 
by the plumbing downstream of t he plenum where pressure was measured and the suspected :flow contraction 
through the cylindrical nozzle throats. Pressures just upstream of t he nozzle t hroats could not be measur d 
directly due to the small size of the fl ow passages. A pressure sweep showed that a constant scale factor 
on the ideal plenum pressure achieved the desired thrusts across a wide range of pressures (up to 400 psi). 
Mass flow measurements during the nozzle calibration were in good agreement with t he measured forces. 
The variation of thrust with plenum pressure was very linear and t he thrust direction agreed with CFD 
scarf-effect predictions. The calibration effort was very successful and 122 psia was selected as the plenum 
pressure (referred to hereafter as chamber pressure or Pc) for the scaled Mach 10 test points. 
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Test Matrix 

The experiment test matrix had angle-of-attack points varying from 0° down to -30°, fu lly bounding the 
expected trim angles of the flight vehicle. Nozzle pressure sweeps and temperature soak runs, at constant 
jet chamber pressure and constant angles-of-attack and sideslip of c¥ = -20°, fJ = 0°, were also run . Two
nozzle-block roll , pitch and yaw RCS jet fi ring configurations comprised the bulk of the jet-on runs, but 
individual nozzle blocks were run alone as well. A subset of the fJ = 0° runs were made at sideslip angles of 
fJ = +5° and fJ = _5° as well. For every data point, a wind-off jet-on tare was run to measure the moments 
of the RCS jets in a quiescent flow. These agreed well with the calibration data and were used to calculate 
the aerodynamic jet interactions. The jet interactions were determined as follows: 

6Cx(%) = 100 · (Cx.oN - (Cx.oFF + Cx,TARE)) / Cx,TARE (1) 

Where x is one of the moment axes, roll , pitch and yaw (t, m, n). To assess the magnitude of the 
interactions, they were normalized by the two nozzle-block wind-off tare moments about that axis. Consider a 
cross-interaction as an example. A yaw interaction produced by roll jets firing (A1-A2 or B1-B2) is compared 
against or normalized by the yaw authority to counter such an interaction (AI-B2 or A2-Bl ). Representative 
data points from the test are provided below along with a summary of all the two-jet interactions matching 
flight conditions. While not comprehensive, the data provide a good picture of the measured interactions. 

III. RESULTS 

The Mach 10 test was required to answer two key questions with confidence in order to certify the RCS 
jet interactions for flight. First, were the interactions extracted from the test accurate? Second , were the 
interactions similar to CFD predictions? This section describes key results from the validation test that 
show that the wind tunnel data is both accurate and in agreement with CFD . This is not a comprehensive 
test report but uses examples to justify the project's conclusion that RCS jet interactions would be small. 
Some representative comparisons to CFD predictions of the wind tunnel data are also provided. These give 
a picture of how well CFD predictions agree with the tunnel measurements of the moment interactions. For 
some illustrative comparisons of the flow structures, refer to a paper by Johansen et al that describes a 
flowfield visualization and measurement test program that accompanied the force and moment testing.15 

Superposition of Interactions and Test Symmetr y 

As the test matrL,{ scope was limited , RCS firing configurations mirrored across the pitch plane served as 
useful symmetry checks. Symmetry of the measured interactions about the pitch plane al '0 meant the mir
rored configurations could be treated as "repeat" runs. The differences between mirrored firing configurations 
provided an estimate of the accuracy of the interactions measured using separat jet-on and jet-off runs as 
described in Equation l. 

To help determine the required fidelity of the jet interaction model u ed for the flight simulations, the test 
investigated if RCS interaction from individual jet pairs, when superimpo ed with those of other single jet 
pairs, are similar in magnitude and direction to interactions from multiple jet-pairs firing together. Figure 
8a shows yaw moments produced by four single and both two jet-pair firings. Curve of the wind-off jet 
tare moments added to the mean of three jet-ofl' repeat run are shown for reference. Notice there is an 
overall symmetry to the functional forms of the moments. Both upper jet-pairs (AI and A2) produce less 
yawing moments (meaning greater jet interaction) than the leeward jets , with the greatest deviation from 
the jet-off-plus-tare curves at c¥ = -150. However, the yaw moments are not symmetric about the expected 
mean of zero; even the jet-off runs show a non-zero yaw moment bias. After te ting it was found that there 
was a systematic bias add d to the yaw angle for all runs caused by the model installation and alignment 
procedure. The misalignment was later measured to be approximately +0.25° and is consistent with the 
skew of the data in Figure 8a. The jet-off runs used for the interaction calculations (average of runs 14, 42 
and 101) are not centered between the left and right jet interaction curves. This is thought to be due to 
asymmetries of the interactions with sideslip. ncertainty analysis shows that the errors on the interaction 
measurements for single jet-pair runs are much greater than for the two jet-pair runs. The signal-to-noise 
is simply greater when more jets are firing. The two-j t torques were used for the validation of the MSL 
aero/ RCS interaction model. The yaw jet interactions, calculated using Equation I , for runs 24 and 38 are 
shown in Figure 8b. The functional form of the two curves is almost identical with a 10-15% bias separating 
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the two curves. Extracting nearly identical jet interaction functional forms using the left and right yaw jet
pairs is convincing evidence that the interaction measurements are real and not simply noise in the jet-off, 
jet-on and tare runs. The offset of t he curves is a measure of the asymmetries of the model fabrication , 
sideslip installation error and possibly flow angularity. The scope of the test was such that these sources of 
error could not be identified. There was no attempt to correct for these errors or account for them when 
interact ion measurements were compared to CFD. 

The single jet-pair interactions were used to guide further CFD investigations. However, the smaller 
signal-to-noise of the single jet-pair measurements and known asymmetries meant there are much larger 
uncertainties on those measurements. The primary objective was to identify any large unexpected jet inter
actions as percentage of the control authority of the capsule. T he yaw interactions for jets Al and A2 may 
be a large fraction of their full yaw authority, but t hose interactions are still small compared to the full yaw 
control from two jet-pairs . 

0.00 15 

-o .OOl~35 ~30 ' ~25 ' , -2~ , , -15 ' ~,~ ' .5 " 
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(a) Yaw Moments 
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(b) Yaw Jet Interactions 

Figure 8 . J e t Moments a nd Interactions fo r s ingle a nd two j e t-pairs used t o command yaw contr o l 

Plenum Pressure Sweep and Plume Shape 

As mentioned above, the nozzles used for the Mach 10 wind tunnel model were designed to match the 
momentum ratio and plume shape for an early RCS configuration. The flight nozzles produced larger plumes 
(greater expansion) than the earlier version. It was decided to use these nozzles for validation testing, but 
this prevented momentum ratio and plume geometry from being matched at one test condition . The primary 
scaling parameter was the moment um ratio and all cert ification comparisons to CFD were done at conditions 
matching momentum ratio. Pressure sweeps were also run to look for any large changes in the jet interactions 
due to plume shape. Greater nozzle exit pressures result in greater plume expansion and larger plumes. Of 
course, momentum also increases and the effects cannot be separated . Figure 9 shows a pressure sweep 
up to 200 psia compared to both the tare data (wind-off pressure sweeps in the Mach 10 tunnel) and a 
model of the ideal torques corrected to account for t he pressure losses determined during nozzle ca.libra.tion 
and the thrust turning due to nozzle scarf. For CFD certification the important information shown in this 
plot is the linearity of jet-on moments with plenum pressure. To first order, the jet interactions did indeed 
vary linearly or remain approximately constant with plenum pressure. The absolute difference between the 
wind-on and wind off moments are a small fraction of the design cont rol moments (at the flight momentum, 
Pc = 122 psia) across the pressure sweep. While these data do not isolate the sensitivity of jet interactions 
to plume shape it shows that jet interactions do not change drastically as plume size increases. 

J et Interaction Measurements 

Figure 10 shows a plot of the jet interaction data from every angle-of-attack sweep where two nozzle blocks 
were firing at momentum ratio ' matching the Mach 10 flight condition . Some comparisons with CFD for 
some specific runs are presented below and some information about data symmetry and superposition was 
presented above, but this one figure summarizes the primary findings used to certify the MSL RCS for flight . 
Many two-jet combinations have very small interactions about each axis. Most importantly, only few data 
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points exceed (barely) 30% of the intended torques. The curves with the largest interactions on this plot 
were all run at a 5 or -5 degree sideslip angle. This sideslip appears to have increased the bias of the 
interactions described earlier. These runs using two-jet pairs to command control moments about the three 
primary body axes, roll, pitch, and yaw, show that there are no primary or cross interactions that might 
overwhelm the control authority of the capsule. Taken all together, the data shown in Figure 10 were used 
to set the interaction model described below. 
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Figure 10. LaRC 31-Inch Mach 10 RCS Test: R o ll , Pitch a nd Ya w J e t Inte ractions for all Pc = 122 p s ia d a t a 
p o ints. 

Comparison with CFD 

Two different generation of OVERFLOW solu tions are shown for comparison with the experimental data 
in the plots to follow . ew OVERFLOW solutions represent general improvements in the CFD solution 
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quality that occurred during the test development time frame. The main differences can be attribu ted to 
doubling the number of computational cells, use of an improved solution scheme, and a sting model that 
more closely reflected the actual sting used in the test . Each change improved how well the code converged 
to a solution and/ or improved the grid to better resolve flow features, particularly in the plume and wake 
regions . In general, the improvements appear to bring the solutions into better agreement with experimental 
data. For some specific angles of attack the agTeement with experiment is worse, but general trends show 
the new CFD predictions are in better agreement with experiment than the older OVERFLOW solutions. 
The two sets of solutions are presented here to give an idea of the sensitivity to changes in the execution 
of the OVERFLOW code using different grids and numerical schemes. This is not a rigorous method for 
quantifying CFD uncertainty, but does show how changes to gTids and numerical schemes can affect the 
results. The variation is acceptable and it is reassuring that both generations of OVERFLOW solutions 
tend to duplicate the overall variation of the interactions with angle-of-attack. 

Figures 11a-c show the interactions due to yaw jets. The level of interaction dispersions used in simulation 
are also shown to help appreciate the conservatism applied to the flight model (described below) . The first 
thing to note is that both CFD and experiment show the interactions to be small fractions of the ideal 
moments. Second, the two sets of CFD solutions do follow somewhat the general variation of jet interaction 
with arlgle-of-attack. For the yaw interactions the old OVERFLOW solution shows a functional variation 
very similar in character to the experimental data. However, there is a general bias so that the CFD and 
experiment values are of opposite sign at some angles of attack. This is partly because the interactions 
are so sma.!l. Relatively minor changes to the CFD method or sources of experimental bias can change the 
interaction, but none of the predictions differ from experiment so much as to cause concern that CFD might 
be missing gross phenomena that an experiment might reveal. 

Figure 12 shows the interactions in pitch and yaw due to roll (the roll interactions are very small). In 
general, both sets of CFD solutions agree with the functional variation of the jet interactions measured in 
the wind tunnel. Both versions of OVERFLOW predict a peak yaw interaction near a = - 120 to - 160 and 
experiment sees this interaction as well. Both CFD solutions show some loea.! dips and peaks in the pitch 
and yaw interactions in the same angle-of-at tack range, again in agreement with experiment. 

IV. Aero/ ReS Interaction Model and Assessment Through Simulation 

Once the CFD data were validated, there was confidence in the magnitudes of all possible interactions. 
As mentioned earlier , the MSL aerodynamics team was did not attempt to build a detailed model of the 
interactions, predicting variations with Mach number and angle of attack. Rather a conservative bounding 
model was implemented. Random dispersions in Monte Carlo analysis would then create thousands of 
possible RCS interactions for the capsule up to the bounding magnitudes determined by CFD and experiment. 

The interaction model in the aerodatabase, built for Monte Carlo analysis, is described by the following 
equation: 

T = lre f AoFRCS (2) 

Where FRCS is a vector of the forces commanded by each of the RCS jets 

Fl 

F2 

F3 

F RCS = F4 
(3) 

Fs 

F6 

F7 

Fa 

and Ao is matrix of nondimensional interaction moments based on experimental and CFD data. 
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[ w""Rp,' Wp ,l bRp, l W p ,2aRp,2 W p ,2b R p,2 W p,3a R p ,3 W p,3b R p,3 

Ao = Wq ,laRq ,l Wq ,lbRq,l W q,2a R q,2 W q,2b R q,2 W p ,3a R q,3 W p ,3b R q,3 

Wr l aR,-l Wr,lbRr,l W r ,2aRr,2 W,· ,2b R ,-,2 W p,3a R r ,3 W p,3bRr,3 , , 

Tint ;,j" ai,jFrefli ,ja l i ,ja 
W i ja = = = a ij - -

, Fref lre f Fr· e flr e f ' l ,-ef 

l i,jb 
Wi ,jb = ai,j -l -

ref 

F r e f = F j e t,nom 

W p ,4aRp ,4 W p,4bRp ,4 

W p,4a R q,4 W p,4b R q,4 

W p ,4aRr,4 W p ,4bRr,4 1 
(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

The dispersion variables, Rp,i, R q,i and Rq ,i are selected randomly with a Gaussian distribution and mean 
value of zero. As the RCS interactions over the attitude and Mach space investigated by CFD have a mean 
of roughly zero (see Figure 10) , t he mean interactions due to each jet was assigned a mean interaction of 
zero and equal +/-30' interaction bounds. The Wi,ja and Wi ,jb terms are non-dimensional torques about each 
axis for each jet, proportional to the nominal torques of the jets about each axis. The reference force F r e f 

is equal to the nominal RCS jet thrust. 
The values for l i,ja and l i ,jb represent the moment arms about the roll , pitch and yaw axes for each jet. 

The lengths are positive or negative depending on the sign of t he moment contribution from a particular 
jet. For simplicity and debugging purposes , the capsule's radial cg offset is ignored in the moment arm 
calculations . The radial cg asymmetry is a small contribu tor to the RCS moments . Random variation of 
the interactions in Monte Carlo analysis produce much larger asymmetries . For the MSL RCS interaction 
model, the moment arms, nondimensionalized by the capsule diameter , are listed in the following matrix: 

[ i". ] [ -0.1702 - 0.1788 01788 0.1702 -0.1702 - 0.1788 0.1788 0.1702 ] 
1 = lq ,k -02217 -0.21 3 0.2183 0.2217 0.2217 0.2183 - 0.2183 -0.2217 

l r ,k k = l 8 
-0.1088 -0.1277 -0.1277 - 0. 10 8 0.1088 0.1277 0.1277 0.108 

(9) 
The proportionality constants ai ,j (Equation 10) are the actual interaction magnitudes determined from 

CFD calculations of the flight vehicle at hypersonic conditions, supported by the Mach 10 wind tunnel valida
tion data (and supersonic CFD and experimental results). The model was kept as simple as possible with no 
attempt to relax the interaction magnitudes away from t heir peak values at lower dynamic pressure egments 
of the entry trajectory. T he values of a i ,j are con tant , invariant with Mach number , backshell pressure, 
angle-of-attack and sideslip. They represent an estimated 30' limit on the magnitude of the interactions . For 
pitch and yaw a ±40% bound is set. For roll torques the bounds are ±20%. 

[ 

0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 ] 
[ad = 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 

0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 

(10) 

At each t ime step in a trajectory simulation, the thrust level of all 8 RCS jets are sent to the aerodynamic 
database and the instantaneous moments are used to calculate the jet interactions for the dispersions selected 
for the simulation run. The interaction moments in Equation 2 are calculated and used to modify the jet
off static aerodynamic moments . They are added internally within the aerodynamic database subroutine 
and returned to the trajectory simulation to be used in the normal integration of the equations of motion . 
Expanding Equation 2 gives the follOwing relations . 

(11) 
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f',-ote that t.he Ao matrix is a 3 by 8 matrix to account. for the 8 different. jet locations. However, the 
"ame i.nteraction constants are used for both jets at. ea(:h of t.he 4 jet.-pair locations. Thus, only 12 variables 
are required to disperse the interaction torques from all eight je ts. This interaetioll model is applied aeross 
the entire ent ry trajectmy starting at entry interface. 

This formulation allowK random dispersion to asseKK all possible RCS iuteract,ious. Sf!t s of int.eractionK 
(even those greater than 30') canl)e specified t o look at particular wmbinationK of int.emct.ioIlf! or to p f!Iform 
st.ress te}; ting. The }.IISL project used t,his formulat.ion in :Ylont,e Carlo analysis and stress t.e::;t.ing. The :,1SL 
controller algorithm was found to be very robusc to RCS interactions. Only when interactions surpassed 
100% (effectively reversing the controller inputs) did fuel usage begin increase significantly. 

V. Conclusion s 

The process of developing the MSL ncs configuration and certifying it for flight is an excellent example 
of a coordinated application of comput.ational and experimental a.'!Kets . CFD codes were used d1ll'ing t.he 
entire developmelJt, -first. t o assess calldidate configurat.ions and learll about thp. driving pbysical phenomf!na 
t.hat can lead to adverse aerodynamic int.eractions. Because of comput.ational shortcoming::; (gas chemistry, 
grid complexity, modeling wake floW's, te.), expClimentaI data were required both to validate t he CFD 
predictions and to search for phenomena that CFD might have missed. The scope of the analysis was 
somewhat. limited ;-1.'> only t he bounds of the interactions needed to be defined . A deta.iled model of tbe jet 
interaction::; was not required for the safe operation of t.he MSL capsule during entry. In::;t.ead of keeping an 
early RCS configurat.ion with p otent.ial aerodynamic or aerothermal concerns and conducting exhaustive 'vind 
tunnel tests to fully characterize the jet in teractions or aerothermal environments, the design was chan ged to 
minimiz,e t he interactions. I t is likely that tllis design change reduc.ed t he computational and e:l.l)erirnental 
costs for certifyirlg the l'vlSL RCS by all order of magnitude. The cerr,i:fic<lt.ion process d langp.d from bf! ing 
one of charaderi7,at. ion and det.ailed modeling to a proces::; of cirntmscriptioll: Bound t. he magnitude of the 
jet interactions and make sw-e the con t,rolJer can hallclle what.ever they might be. 

Three CFD codes were used to design and assess the ::VISL jet interactions. Each showed similar fideli ty 
in predicting th f! plume interaetiolls with ii. wake fiow, given properly refined grids. The Iviach 10 validation 
study was the cOIlvergence of computational ane! teKt capabilit.ies at a flow eondit.ion which was illfonnative 
to the 1v1SL jet interaction problem. OVERFLOW wa~ exen:ised at. a. higher 1\-1a.ch number than it is typically 
llsed, but the code's flexibility in use of overset grids to resolve the wake/ plume/ ::;t.ing Howfield was critical 
for a proper validation. LikeYvise , the test condition was run at a lower IVlach number than the trajectory 
point. of greatest potential interactions. A wind tunnel halance Ill\lRt be Rized to witllstand the forebody 
forces and moments. Thp. RCS mOTnentR are very slIJiLlI comparerl to the static mOTIlents OJ] t he capslIle 
and the jet interactions were expected to be small fractions of t.hat,. The LaRC 31-lnch :\1ach 10 Tunnel 
provided a. sufficiently relevant flow condition and could be tested with a balance with an accuracy better 
tha.n the magnitude of the interactions t he test was attempting to quant ify. Again if th is had been a problem 
of (letai led chanlCterization rather t han bOUIldirlg possible interactious, such a coordinat.ion of computation 
and exp eriment. would not have been sllffi(;ient.. -ew CFD aJlalysis and new t est techniques would havp. heen 
required. Because of the RCS design change, available codes and te.'t asset~ could cer t ify NISL for ifight. 

The ncs in teraction model described here is the end product of many years of analysis and testillg. In 
the end the model is very simple but the bounding irl temction magnitudes are supported by computational 
,lJld expf!rirnf!utal <lata and all t.he experience gained from the eoufigll rmioll rieveloprnent proce!'ls. MSL's 
fii ght RCS was very robust to small jet interactions. A modern application of compu t,atioll and experiment 
and a c1esil'e to minimi7,e cost to the project drove the final design to be that way. 
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